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Big Trouble in Little China: Fire and Fury 
Chronicle 1: I Left My Heart in Little China 

 

Chapter 7: The Secret of Han Tower 

 

 

Brian Chan was the nightshift supervisor of security at the Han Tower. He walked out of elevator 

into the lobby yawning and carrying his walkie talkie. His uniform was a bit frumpy from a long 

night’s work of really doing nothing. He made his way to the front security desk where two 

guards were watching the early morning news.   

 

He grabbed the night’s log and asked, “Ready to head home, guys.” 

 

“Yup,” both men said in a muffled voice, their mouths full of food. 

 

“Smells good,” Brian said, “What are you eating?” 

 

The guard sitting in the chair responded, “Something a delivery boy dropped off. Eggrolls, I 

think.” 

 

Brian put the logbook back and said, “Hmmm…OK, see you guys….wait a minute did you say 

eggrolls?” 

 

“uh-huh.” 

 

“YOU IDIOTS!” Brian screamed as he grabbed the bag and tried to close it to prevent the smell 

from getting out.  

 

But it was too late. With the sound of shattering glass, two Chinese Wild men charged into the 

lobby toward the desk. Moments later a third popped out of an air vent, roaring wildly and 

licking his lips. Then a fourth forced the elevator doors open, climbing out of the shaft. The 

guards began to shoot them as Brian called for backup.  

 

“Wow, they sure do love Ernie’s eggrolls. Don’t they?” asked Gizmo, “What kind of wizard is 

he again?” 

 

“A summoner,” answered Wang, “A Grand Master Rehe Summoner to be exact. His ancestors 

made food that smelled and tasted so good that people from miles away would come. After 

several generations of perfecting these recipes, eventually even demons and supernatural beings 

found their food irresistible. Ernie likes to keep a low profile and only make a dish or two for 

‘special occasions’.” 

 

“Eggrolls summoning Chinese Wild Men? That’s a new one” asked Gizmo. 

 

Tiger-heart responded, “You should see who shows up when he makes his Peking Duck.” 
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“Heh, This way while the guards are busy. We don’t have much time.” 

 

Gizmo lead the Chang Sing to a door by the loading dock. As expected, there was an electronic 

security lock by the door. Gizmo used his knife to pry open the front panel exposing wires and 

circuit boards. Gizmo had a PDA in his hand. Gizmo punched a few buttons to initiate the 

security bypass program. After a series of beeps, the door opened. The group ran inside with 

Grey-wise going in last.  

 

Lady Jade sat upright in her bed, her long hair flowing over her bare shoulders.  

 

“Gonsung?” she whispered. 

 

General Chang answered, “Please my dearest, go back to sleep.” 

 

Chang was standing at the closet at end of the bedroom, straightening out his suit pant leg to 

prepare to put his shoes on. At the top of Han Tower, Chang’s apartment had a wonderful view 

of San Francisco, particularly at night. Lady Jade’s beautiful silhouette arguably overshadowed 

the city skyline at night.  

 

“Where are you going?” Jade asked. 

 

“There’s an incident in the lobby. Probably just something minor.” 

 

“Can’t you get someone else to check?”  

 

Chang snickered, “Treat your men as you would your own beloved sons. And they will follow 

you into the deepest valley.” 

 

“Are you honestly going to quote Sun Tzu to me at 3 in the morning?” Jade yawned. 

 

Chang laughed as he approached the bedside. Jade’s intellect was astounding even when she was 

half asleep.  

 

“I won’t be long my dear,” Chang gave Lady Jade a short passionate kiss, “Now go back to 

sleep. You have an interview with Channel 5 at 8” 

 

“And Channel 7 at 8:30.” 

 

“Go back to sleep.” 

 

“Good idea.” 

 

Lady Jade collapsed back into her bed as Chang left the room.  
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“And if you want to STAY Tong Elite, I suggest you stop asking so many questions,” scolded 

the veteran Tong Elite with the long hair to the two rookie Tong Elite following close behind 

him.  

 

The three pairs of handmade Italian shoes echoed through sterile hallways of level 23 of Han 

Tower as the group hurried to fulfill their orders. 

 

“I just don’t understand what we’re doing here,” whined one of the rookie Tong Elite.  

 

“There’s no way that Chang Sing trash could bypass all the security and the guards,” agreed the 

other rookie, “They would have to be the most cunning sons of …” 

 

The group turned the corner to find Wang Chi and the Chang Sing waiting for them. The last 

thing the rookies saw before they fell unconscious were the fists of Longshot and Destiny. 

However, the long-haired Tong Elite proved a much more formidable foe. It was Tiger-heart’s 

job to handle him.  

 

Tiger-heart did indeed catch the Blademaster by surprise but his extensive combat training 

kicked in and he was able to avoid Tiger-heart’s punch by a hair. The Tong Elite then entangled 

the Chang Sing’s outstretched arm then forced him to the wall using Tiger-heart’s own 

momentum against him. Tiger-heart didn’t resist but instead he lengthened his stride and ran up 

the wall to flip himself over. Unfortunately, the Tong Elite’s spinning back fist connected with 

Tiger-heart’s jaw. The pain just made Tiger-heart angrier. He grabbed both sides of the Tong 

Elite’s head threw his knee into the bridge of his foe’s nose. The Tong Elite slumped onto the 

floor.  

 

“Thanks for the help,” grumbled Tiger-heart as he massaged his jaw.  

 

“Sorry, you were too close for a clear shot,” apologized Longshot. 

 

“I knew you had a handle on it,” smiled Wang.  

 

A creaking door caught everyone’s attention. A lone Tong Elite came out of the restroom down 

the hall. The Chang Sing gasped as they noticed the alarm button was right next to the door.  

 

“My turn,” whispered Wang as he leaped over the bodies on the floor.  

 

The Tong Elite spotted the intruders and leaned to push the alarm. But before his hand made 

contact, a sword pinned his sleeve to the wall. Wang Chi felt a wave of relief but realized he had 

overextended himself and was in perfect position for the Tong Elite to strike him with his free 

hand. Wang prepared himself for the pain. The punch hurt more than expected. Then Wang 

returned the favor wholeheartedly. The Tong Elite dropped to the floor, his hand still held up 

against the wall by Wang’s sword.  

 

Wang rubbed the side of his head as the remaining Chang Sing approached.  
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“Thanks for the help,” joked Wang.  

 

“I knew you had a handle on it,” responded Tiger-heart. 

 

“This should be it,” claimed Gizmo referring to a nearby door.  

 

Gizmo held up his PDA to the door lock and ran the security bypass programming.  

 

“You know what the ironic thing is about this?” asked Gizmo. 

 

 “No, what?” answered Wang. 

 

“Behind this door may be one of the greatest accomplishments in history – human cloning,” 

Gizmo continued, “Dr. Wei would have received the Nobel Prize.” 

 

“Dr Wei?” 

 

“He’s a Genetic Engineer PhD from Yale. His father was a Taoist alchemist. He combined 

alchemy with Western science with much success. He disappeared about a year ago. I heard that 

Chang kidnapped him, forced him to make these clones, then killed him to keep him from 

talking.” 

 

“Just one more heinous act by Chang.” 

 

“Luckily, Dr Wei had many other successful experiments…” 

 

Before Gizmo could finish his sentence, the large doors opened to reveal a small room with large 

clear water tanks in each corner. Each tank held a floating and unconscious clone. 

 

“By the gods,” whispered Grey-wise as he and the others inspected the cloning tanks.  

 

Gizmo found a door on the opposite side of the room.  

 

“This is probably the door to the main lab,” stated Gizmo, “It looks like it may take me a couple 

of minutes to get into it.  

 

Longshot inspected a computer in the corner of the room.  

 

“This looks like a direct terminal to the main server,” he announced, “I’ll see if I can get that 

information on Chang.” 

 

“Good luck,” responded Gizmo. 

 

Everyone else took the remark to mean that hacking into a Han computer was not going to be 

easy but Wang noticed something else in the tone. It was almost as if Gizmo was laughing at 

Longshot. Wang wondered what Gizmo would find so funny. The answer was infuriatingly clear.  
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Wang grabbed Gizmo and threw him against the wall so hard that some of his stored gadgets fell 

out of their pouches and onto the floor. Wang stood back and pointed his sword at Gizmo. 

Everyone froze in shock.  

 

“There is no information on Chang is there?”  

 

“Damn, you Dragon Servants ARE smart.”  

 

Wang rushed Gizmo grabbed him again and threw him against another wall. Wang pressed his 

blade lightly onto Gizmo’s throat.  

 

“Answer me!”  

 

“You’re right I don’t know if that information is here. I doubt a guy like Chang would even keep 

that kind of information on a computer”  

 

“So it was all a lie.”  

 

“Not everything. Chang is experimenting on Wing Kong clones. They’re planning something 

big. I didn’t think I’d even get close without running into Tong Elite. I needed you guys to help 

me get into the labs. This is something that could affect us all.” 

 

“We’ve got our own war to fight. We’re not going to help you fight yours. We’re out of here.”  

 

“That’s right leave and play it safe like you’ve always done. You think you can fight a war 

against Chang by running away at the first sign of a Tong Elite? Your guerilla tactics will slow 

them down but you’ll never stop them. You think you can play nice with Chang and Chinatown 

won’t be torn apart? Little China is falling apart right before you. But maybe you can save part 

of it. Don’t you think it’s time to pick a side and take a stand?” 

 

The doors opened.  

 

“I’m sorry,” apologized General Chang, “Did we interrupt anything?”  

 

Longshot launched an explosive arrow at Chang. With an elegant quickness, the General stepped 

aside allowing the arrow to shoot past him. Even when the arrow exploded on the wall behind 

him, Chang didn’t flinch.  

 

“That damn scar!” thought Wang. 

 

Wang could not take his eye off of Wang’s scar.   

 

“That was…” began Chang.  
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Wang could swear that Chang paused because he noticed Wang staring at his scar. Wang averted 

his eyes.  

 

Chang composed himself and continued, “That was very rude young one. Have your mentors not 

taught you the meaning of hospitality? Very well, I will show you the meaning of the word.” 

 

Chang gestured to someone behind the Chang Sings. The Chang Sings turned to look to see two 

Tong Elite approach them from behind. Both held handguns at the ready in each hand, their laser 

sights pointed at Longshot and Destiny. 

 

“Come in friends. Don’t be shy. Welcome to Han Labs.”  

 

The two Tong ushered the Chang inside, closing the door behind them. General Chang stood on 

a catwalk on the opposite side of the room one floor up. The Chang Sing also noticed Talon 

standing on a raised computer control panel to just underneath the catwalk to their right.  

 

“Breaking and entering is a new low for you,” accused Chang, “and you have an accomplice this 

time.” 

 

Chang notice Gizmo Lee, “Please introduce yourself, young one.” 

 

Gizmo responded, “Hey, thought this place was a bank and I was applying for a car loan. Next 

thing you know I end up here.” 

 

“Most interesting,” Chang smirked, “judging by your equipment, I’d say there’s a strong chance 

that you’re the hacker that’s been annoying us of late.” 

 

Gizmo just shrugged his shoulders.  

 

“I would guess, too, that you don’t work alone. That PDA in your hand would probably hold a 

great deal of useful information.” 

 

Chang gestured and one of the Tong Elite snatched the PDA from Gizmo’s hand.  

 

“This isn’t over, Chang.” announced Wang. 

 

General Chang replied, “It would sadden Miao Yin to see you in jail.” 

 

“Say her name again and I will kill you where you stand, Chang.” 

 

If it was possible to bow sarcastically, Chang did so. He then continued, “You must understand 

that I did what needed to be done. In order to prosper, Chinatown needed to expel all the old 

superstition and magic. The deportation of Miao…uh…your lovely wife, so touched by black 

magic was not only necessary but beneficial to Chinatown.”  

 

“Miao Yin was no threat to you or anyone else.” stated Wang. 
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“I’m sorry she died in such a tragic and sudden manor but fate is like that.” 

 

Wang’s raw emotions were much more difficult to control than he liked to admit.  

 

Chang continued, “You’ve made your choices Wang. You could have gone back to China with 

her…perhaps prevented her death. But you decided to stay. 

 

“Yes unfortunately, you decided to stay in Chinatown, as well, to be Han Ling’s lackey.” 

 

The remark angered Chang but the venerable General knew better than to respond unkindly.  

 

You have impeccable timing Wang. Today we celebrate a momentous occasion. Now you will 

witness a new era of Chinatown prosperity. As you know, we still have many gangs and thugs in 

Chinatown other than yourself of course. When the Chang Sing left Han Ling, he was left 

without foot soldiers in his constant battle against crime. The Tong Elite were officers without an 

army. Now he shall have the fiercest warriors fighting for us. I present to you the new Wing 

Kong.” 

 

General Chang flipped a switch and the lights in the chamber came up one by one to reveal 

hundreds of  man-sized water tanks each occupied by a cloned Wing Kong warrior. The Chang 

Sing stared in awe at the tool of their eventual demise. 

 

“There is no use resisting, Wang. You see, we not only recreated the Wing Kong. We improved 

them!” 

 

Wang watched as a group of Wing Kong began to fill the catwalk. A few took positions to 

surround the Chang Sing. The new Wing Kong appeared to be half human and half animal. The 

variety of animals was immense – leopards, tigers, rhinos, and bears were just a few Wang could 

make out. 

 

“Because it is such a historic day, I will give you a gift. I will spare your lives. Lay down your 

weapons and you will be allowed to leave.” 

 

The Chang Sing looked at each other in confusion.  

 

“This is not a trick my friends to attack you unarmed. The simple fact of the matter is you are 

beaten. You can not possibly stand against us now. We’ve also jammed your communications so 

you can’t even call for help.” 

 

Gizmo joked, “Can’t even call for help? You mean like, ‘Help, help, help. I’m in trouble. Help. 

Help. Help.” 

 

“Yes that’s exactly what I…” Chang’s words were interrupted by Gizmo’s PDA which sprang to 

life with internal mechanical noises. 
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Gizmo looked at Wang and stated, “I told you, with my gadgets, I prefer to use plain English.” 

 

Wang’s eyes widened. Gizmo grabbed Longshot and Destiny and pushed them to the floor. 

Wang grabbed Tiger-heart and Grey-wise and followed Gizmo’s example. 

 

“Get rid of it you fool,” ordered Chang.  

 

But the Tong Elite was too slow to react and the PDA exploded like a flash bang grenade. The 

two Tong Elite were down for the count. The Chang Sing took advantage of the situation. Tiger-

heart punched the nearest Wing Kong. Tiger-heart withdrew his hand in pain. It was like 

punching a rhino. The Wing Kong just angrily snorted at Tiger-heart but his eyes rolled to the 

back of his head and he fell over. At that point, the other nearby Wing Kong joined the fight. 

Longshot ran to the panel next to the door.  

 

“It’s locked,” he cried.  

 

“Don’t panic,” ordered Wang, “We just have to…” 

 

Out of the corner of his eye, Wang noticed something come at him. He instinctively put his 

sword above his head and he heard a loud clang.  

 

“I tried to warn you Wang,” claimed Talon, his eyes no longer showing friendship.  

 

Wang noticed two figures rushing on his flanks.  

 

“Yeah, thanks for that,” responded Wang sarcastically as he tangled Talon’s right forearm and 

threw him at the figure approaching on him from his left. Wang continued his turn to attack the 

other figure. Talon dove as his intended target jumped over him to continue rushing towards 

Wang. When Wang heard only silence when there should have been two bodies crashing into 

each other, he realized he needed a change in plan. A moment before attacking, Wang jumped 

and cartwheeled in the air, slashing at the figure that was on his right from above and dodging 

the attack from the other figure from behind. Wang’s swords were deflected with a shower of 

sparks. He landed to face all three of his attackers 

 

The two figures were Wing Kong clones. One of them appeared to be a wolf, the other a tiger. 

Both wore clawed gauntlets that fit over their forearms. Wang realized the gauntlets were the 

things that blocked his swords. The Wing Kong closed for another attack. The wolf slashed at 

Wang. Wang blocked the attack then turned in time to block the attack from the tiger. The wolf 

took another swing. Wang cartwheeled over it, slicing a bit of the tiger’s bicep on the way down. 

The wolf took that moment to thrust his claws at Wang. Wang spun away from his attack 

slashing at the Wolf’s shins. To normal humans, the wounds that Wang inflicted would slow 

them down. The clones showed no sign of pain or hesitation.  

 

The clones attacked again with the ferocity of wild animals and the accuracy of well-trained 

soldiers. He knew Talon would not let loose such talent without a strategy. Wang restrained his 

attack allowing his foe’s intentions unfold. 
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Wang watched the tiger Wing Kong take an attack position and caught a glimpse of Talon in the 

background. Wang saw Talon raise his hand to fire a weapon. The Dragon Servant began to 

dodge the bullets from the Glock, bouncing off desks, walls, and other structures with the grace 

of a gazelle. At the same time, he had to contend with the Wing Kong. But Wang knew he 

couldn’t do much against three attackers. When he counted off the 19th shot, Wang knew it was 

his chance to attack. What Wang would soon realize is that Talon did not intend to hit him. The 

Tong Elite warrior just needed to position him. Talon threw his Glock at the computer monitor 

mounted on a pole next to Wang. The device exploded in a shower of sparks that blinded Wang. 

Talon then kicked a desk chair that hit Wang squarely in the face, duly halting his attack. 

Blinded and in pain, Wang flopped onto the ground prone to all three foes 

 

“Damn,” thought Wang.  

 

He had heard of the Tong Elite developing some sort of anti-Chi fighting techniques but he never 

imagined they would be so effective. A lesser man would have given up right there. There was 

no way to defend against a combine attack from all three. But Wang refused to surrender. He 

searched for something that could help him. The trio advanced for the kill. Wang put his mind in 

order, as he was taught to when in combat. In moments, Wang saw the truth in it. Talon alone 

would make the killing blow. His ego demanded no less. But Wang was still blind and had no 

idea from where Talon would attack. As almost an answer to a prayer, as Talon approached for 

the kill, he stepped in the glass from the exploded monitor. That was all Wang needed. He 

quickly figured out Talon’s position and rolled away to avoid the strike. Wang figured Talon 

would reposition himself to strike again rather than dodge the attack again, so Wang spun on his 

back and used his legs to sweep at Talon who fell to the ground with a thump. Wang kicked him 

towards the Wing Kong hoping to knock both down. Wang managed to trip up the wolf but the 

tiger avoided Talon to come in for a strike. Wang deflected his attack with one sword and 

focused on Talon with the other. The surprised Talon didn’t have a chance to defend himself and 

Wang’s sword came right at Talon’s neck. But at the last second, Wang stopped his attack.  

 

“Can’t do it, can you, Wang?” smiled Talon, “You can kill demons but not a friend, even one 

that has tried to kill you.”  

 

Talon swatted Wang’s sword away with his own, “That’s why you’ll never win.” 

 

Talon gestured to Wang to take a closer look around him. Wang could see the room was filled 

with cloned animal Wing Kong. He realized Chang had only sent in a small group to confront 

him and the rest of the Chang Sing, probably to see how they would perform one on one. The 

rest of the Wing Kong were awaiting orders to attack and finish off the Chang Sing. Talon used 

Wang’s moment of awe to come in for another attack adeptly aided by his two super-Wing Kong 

Clones. The three attacked almost as one, Wang could not find a way to get the upper hand.  

 

“What’s the point, Wang?” Talon asked, “You can’t bring yourself to kill me anyway. I just need 

to give the word and the Wing Kong will come in and tear you and your friends apart in 

seconds.  You are hopelessly beaten.” 
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The trio began their final attack. Wang knew the battle belonged to Talon. But for some strange 

reason, he found that invigorating. No one had tested Wang’s skills like Talon and the Wing 

Kong. Wang began to understand more about himself. He could almost hear his ancestors 

whispering to him, telling him what it truly meant to be a Dragon Servant Warrior. A thought 

entered his head that surprised him – Chang’s scar. The picture of Chang’s scar filled his mind. 

He struggled to focus his thoughts.  

 

But then Talon interrupted, “I wanted to fight you to see your Dragon Servant skills for myself.” 

 

Wang tried to ignore Talon but something told him to listen carefully. 

 

Talon continued, “I’m going to order the Wing Kong to kill you now. It was an honor to fight a 

Dragon Servant and his swords.” 

 

That was the answer he was looking for. Wang wondered how he could have been so blind.  

 

 “You know what they say about a Dragon Servant’s swords?” Wang asked with a smile.  

 

Talon could only respond with a look of confusion.  

 

Wang smiled, “They say his swords are sharp enough to cut through lies!” 

 

Talon noticed Wang’s smile. Something was different and Talon took a step back to brace 

himself. But Wang just turned his back on Talon. He looked directly at General Chang. Talon 

could see his master was just as confused as he was. Then with a speed that Talon had never seen 

before, Wang threw his sword at General Chang.  

 

Chang dodged it as easily as he did Longshot’s arrow earlier. After what happened next, Chang 

would never underestimate Wang Chi again. Chang  had focused on Wang’s first sword, he 

didn’t see his second sword coming at him. He tried to dodge it but it was too late. The sword 

pierced Chang’s chest through his heart. Time froze. The Chang Sing, the Tong Elite, and the 

new Wing Kong stopped their fighting and stared at Chang. They stared not because he had a 

sword through his chest but because the sword through his chest didn’t seem to bother him at all. 

Chang didn’t collapse, he didn’t tense in pain, he didn’t even bleed. However, he did look plenty 

pissed off. He took a hankerchief from his coat pocket and wiped the sweat off his upper lip. He 

then reached back behind him and pulled the sword out. Again, he didn’t seem to be in pain.  

 

“You fool!” a ghostly voice echoed through the room, “I told you not to underestimate the boy.” 

 

Wang turned to Tiger-heart and Gizmo and asked, “Did you hear that?” 

 

“Hear what?” responded both. 

 

The voice sounded familiar. Wang tried hard but couldn’t quite place it. Wang would later 

realize that he absolutely knew whom the voice belonged to, he was just too frightened to admit 

to himself.  
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The voice continued, “Now they all know our little secret – not just the old Chang Sing but your 

precious Tong Elite as well, you pathetic moron. This really pisses me off to no end!” 

 

Wang could no longer deny it, “That voice… It’s Lo Pan’s.” 

 

Lo Pan continued, “Ching Dai may have given you my heart, and thus my immortality, but he 

should have given you some of my brains as well. Maybe you could have used them 

to…Wait…The boy” 

 

Chang  looked down at Wang who stared up with fright and amazement.  

 

Lo Pan stated slowly in astonishment, “He can hear me.” 

 

Wang could almost see the outline of Lo Pan’s spirit talking to Chang.  

 

“Quickly you dim-witted fool,” Lo Pan ordered Chang, “Run before he discovers all your 

secrets. Must I always tell you everything?” 

 

Chang was tired of the old dead wizard telling him what to do. He was tired of his ceremonial 

silk robes and his disgusting long painted fingernails.  And his voice! His voice made him shiver 

to his core like nails on a chalkboard.  

 

“I hope you’re enjoying Hell, wizard,” whispered Chang. 

 

“Shut up and run you idiot. Run now. It’s that simple. Understand!” Lo Pan repeated.  

 

Chang slammed his hand on the railing of the catwalk in frustration then turned around and ran 

back into the hallways of the Han Corporation. The Tong Elite were confused. All their lives 

they shunned the supernatural only to find out that their master may be a creature of magic 

himself. They instinctively followed him. At the very least, they had to ensure their master was 

safe. Talon was the last to follow. He turned to the Wing Kong and old Chang Sing who were all 

just standing still in awe and confusion, replaying the scene of Chang laughing and pulling a 

sword out of his chest without a care. Talon was angered by the arrogance of the obviously 

inferior Chang Sing.  

 

“Kill them. Kill them all,” Talon ordered the Wing Kong as the door shut behind him.  

 

The Chang Sing found themselves alone with the Wing Kong for the first time in over 15 years. 

The two groups glared at each other across the would-be battlefield with the intensity of a feud 

that has lasted for centuries. There would be no mercy, no negotiation, just glorious death and 

honor. The stern warriors readied their weapons. Several moments passed.  

 

“What’s going on?” whispered Gizmo, “Why isn’t anyone moving?” 

 

“Shhhh!” responded Longshot, “Chinese standoff.” 
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Gizmo turned his head slightly raising an eyebrow in confusion. 

 

“It’s just something we do, alright?” scolded Longshot, “Just be quite and look as mean as 

possible.” 

 

Gizmo’s pose stiffened and he tried several mean faces but all felt awkward. He was relieved 

when one Wing Kong roared a war cry followed by the other Wing Kong. The Chang Sing 

responded with their own battle cry and the melee began. 

 

The room looked like a tidal wave of claws, fangs, and talons heading toward the Chang Sing as 

the Wing Kong pounced and jumped off walls to attack them. Grey-wise’s and Longshot’s 

explosive shuriken stopped the first few Wing Kong in their places. But many others pounced 

through the smoke undaunted. Tiger-heart, Wang, and Gizmo were the first to charge in, jumping 

over a dozen yards in one leap. Wang was surprised to see how easily Gizmo kept up with him. 

Wang realized that Gizmo had more than just cybernetic fingers.  

 

As he landed, Tiger-heart decapitated one then slashed another across the chest. A third Wing 

King tried to slash him from his right flank but he ducked and rolled to avoid it. During the roll, 

he picked up one of the Wing Kong’s swords and he threw it to Wang.  

 

“Nice trick with the PDA,” praised Wang to Gizmo. 

 

Gizmo responded, “Thanks.” 

 

“By the way that PDA…” Wang asked as he slashed a rat-looking Wing Kong. 

 

“What about it?” 

 

“That’s the same one that allowed you to bypass the locks to get into the building, right?” 

 

“Yup” 

 

“And could be used to help us escape this locked room” 

 

Gizmo punched a pig-looking Wing Kong then added, “Of course.” 

 

“So now it’s in a million pieces?” 

 

“Looks like it.” 

 

“Just checking,” Wang sarcastically replied, “Don’t suppose you got a spare?” 

 

“I did but I think it fell on the floor in the other room when you threw me against the wall 

earlier.” 
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“Oh, sorry ‘bout that” apologized Wang. 

 

“Bygones!” responded Gizmo.  

 

Wang thrust the sword to the Wing Kong in front of him. But the Wing Kong jumped up and 

over to avoid the attack. Quickly, Wang drew the sword back, spun around, the held up the 

sword to block the Wing Kong’s talons as they came down for an attack. The Wing Kong 

shrieked in pain as his talons dug into the sword’s edge. Then Wang realized that his back was to 

the attacking Wing Kong. He ducked under and to the right of the sword, avoiding the horns of 

Wing Kong that instead took out his taloned comrade. Then Wang slashed at the stomach of the 

horned Wing Kong then thrusted his sword into his next attacker. Wang then kicked him away so 

Grey-wise could get a clear shot at him. Grey-wise’s arrow went through his heart.  

 

Grey-wise and Longshot positioned themselves on stairs on the sides of the chamber. The 

positions allowed both to attack from elevated positions and to cover each other. The two shot a 

series of arrows, each finding their target. Grey-wise nodded at Longshot and both knocked an 

arrow and shot into the middle of the crowd away from the Chang Sing. Several Wing Kong then 

froze in place forcing those charging behind them to fall over.  

 

 Destiny used the fallen Wing Kong like stepping stones, jumping from one to the other, slashing 

and stabbing as many Wing Kong as she could as she crossed the room. But a small Wing Kong 

jumped on her back to slow her down. With the grace of a ballet dancer on crack, Destiny spun 

around wildly until the Wing Kong flew off her back and into the crowd. However, Destiny did 

not realize that the Wing Kong used his tail to entangle Destiny’s arm and he tugged on her to 

bring her closer. Wang came in and cut off the tail, making the Wing Kong scream like a 

monkey.  

 

“That’s a new one. Remind me to update our training,” Wang said to Destiny.  

 

Destiny nodded and smiled.  

 

DOWN!” Tiger-heart screamed in mid jump as he approached Wang and Destiny. The two 

ducked and Tiger-heart flew over them to stab a large Wing Kong in the chest. The creature 

winced in pain for a second then continued his attack, lowering his head then using his horn to 

impale Tiger-heart and throw him up in the air. Qaing landed with a thud. It began to charge 

again but several explosive arrows eventually stopped it. Wang went to Tiger-heart’s side. He 

checked the wound hoping wound wasn’t as bad as he thought. But it was. Wang knew they 

would all soon meet the same fate. 

 

“Wang Chi!” an unfamiliar but friendly voice yelled from behind him.  

 

Wang glanced back to see the door they came through was now opened. The person waved him 

to come through. 

 

“Wang Chi!” the figure yelled again.  
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Wang Chi thought the voice sounded like a woman’s. Wang didn’t have time to try to figure out 

who opened the door for them or why. He grabbed Tiger-heart, put his arm around his friend and 

began to lead him out. Tiger-heart was holding his stomach trying to stop the bleeding.  

 

“Everyone out of here!” Wang ordered everyone.  

 

Destiny grabbed Grey-wise and they ran out together. Gizmo was busy at a computer terminal as 

Longshot grabbed him firmly on the arm. 

 

“Hold on!” Gizmo ordered as he yanked out a thumb drive from the terminal, “This virus should 

slow down their plans.” 

 

Gizmo stuffed the thumb drive into his pocket and followed Longshot. Just before they got to the 

door, Gizmo stopped. He removed his bandolier of grenades and looked at Longshot. Longshot 

nodded. Gizmo threw the bandolier in the air. Longshot took aim then shot at it, sticking it to one 

of the catwalks. The two ran out after their companions. After a few moments the timed 

explosive on the arrow went off exploding the bandolier, sending flames throughout the lab. The 

Wing Kong went berserk trying to extinguish themselves. They were aided by the fire 

suppression system which turned on the sprinkler and closed all the doors to the lab to keep the 

fire from spreading.  

 

 

“Follow me,” the figure said as she ran down the corridor. The Chang Sing followed her into the 

stairwell. The figure stood up on the stairs leading up and said, “Go to the bottom level. There’s 

a vent just outside the door. That’s the way out.” 

 

Gizmo caught up to the injured Tiger-heart. He wrapped his torso quickly to stop the bleeding.  

 

“This should hold for a while,” Gizmo announced.  

 

Assured that his friend was in good hands, Wang turned his attention back to their rescuer. She 

had long flowing hair and even with just a silhouette, Wang could tell she was beautiful. Wang 

eye’s finally adjusted to the low light level and he immediately recognized the woman. It was 

Lady Jade, General Chang’s courtesan. 

 

“You?” he said, “why…” 

 

 “You don’t have much time,” Lady Jade whispered, “we both must go now.” 

 

Lady Jade ran upstairs. Wang lead the others down. Once Wang found the air vent, he 

recognized the smell of the air coming from it. Even after seventeen years, it was something 

Wang did not forget. 


